C6.3 – LET’S GO SHOPPING

Year 6 Primary

Worksheet C6.3.1
To explore the most common products we buy in a short span of time.

In a week, the Żammit family (which consists of two parents and two children) paid for the
following products or services.
butter

internet

box of strawberries

detergent

spaghetti

minced meat

cauliflower

soap

a Maltese bread

car service

petrol for the car

electricity bill

dorado fish

shampoo

fridge technician

t-shirt

2 shirts

fan

mobile top-up

cheese

car insurance

doctor

a can of tuna

cinema tickets

cement for roofs

underwear vests

bread buns

slippers

a carton of milk

exercise books

one kilo carrots

chicken

one kilo apples

one kilo oranges

dishwashing liquid

4 pairs of socks

a can of paint
medicine

ravioli

Answer according to the list of products or services offered.
1. Mention five food products

2. Mention two products that are related to clothes.

3. What did the Żammit family buy the most, food products or clothes?

4. Which products or services were paid for the car?
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dentist

5. Which products or services are related to health?

6. Mention two products related to washing (both personal as well as for clothes and other things).

7. Mention two products that can be bought from the meat shop.

8. Mention two products which can be bought from the greengrocer.

9. With the word WANT we understand an activity we can live without, but which we still do
because it gives us pleasure. Mention an activity the Żammit family did which was a want.

10. In the list there are a can of tuna and Dorado fish. Which is the best food, that which is
preserved in cans or the fresh type? Why?

11. Mention two ways in which we can be ‘responsible’ when we go shopping.
(a)
(b)
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